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tobacco must be manured if it is to give good results. And the
Indians had evolved the primitive device of burying a fish
by every corn hill or along the tobacco rows. This was
admirable in its way, but it had the disadvantage that the
newly planted fields must be watched day and night
because of the wolves that would dig up the fish if not
driven away. Wolves also rendered very difficult the most
advantageous method of fertilizing—which by the middle
of the eighteenth century was in full swing in Europe—that
of hurdling sheep on crops of roots. And, indeed, when
shortly before the Revolution the smaller farmers were
advised to adopt that method, they replied that not only
did the wolves render that impossible but their soil was so
poor that the turnips they could raise were "scarce as large
as buttons.**
§
That was to some extent true even of Virginia, and it became
more and more true as the years went on, even of the
South side itself. A little manuring seems to have been done
by enclosing cattle, instead of sheep, on ground intended to
be ploughed. But the woods were attractively full, still, of
birds and beasts to be shot, and tobacco was an easy crop;
and when one plot of ground became sterile under successive
plantations of tobacco it was easier to move to another
than to go to the trouble of manuring even if manure was
to be procured. And so began the trek into Kentucky and
later into territories further and further away* If there was
any good farming at all by the smaller men it was mostly
to be found eventually in the Shenandoah Valley, which
was largely settled by Orange men from Ulster and the
North of Ireland in general. Those shrewd Scots developed
a teal talent for intensive cultivation, and if they were
eventually displaced it was only by the Pennsylvania Dutch,
moving Southwards with their immense, typically over-
hanging barns.
It was not merely the smaller farmers that emigrated.
Occasionally, particularly in the relatively inclement
country between Richmond and the sea, the greater planta-

